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Citing reasons of inadequate pay, cut classes and other grievances, the Harper
Faculty is preparing for a strike, while President Breuder reassures students that
such threats are all a part of negotiation, and classes will continue as usual.
Today the halls of Harper
College echo with breathless students rushing to their next class.
They line the walls in front of
classroom doors waiting for the
current period to end. 1Nill those
halls soon be · dark and silent
while teachers march in front of
the campus holding strike signs?
Harper College administration
is preparing for a strike as faculty
members walk around we~ng
"unity" buttons and protesting
the salary negotiations taking
place. Teachers are unhappy with
the contract negotiations this
year. They say that, their average
base pay of $60,000 is not
-enough. Andrew Wilson of the
English department, states, "We
are one of the best community
colleges, but our salary ranks at
number five among Illinois colleges."
They have asked the board for
a three-year contract which
would give them a 6.5 percent
raise the first year, a 6.3 percent
the second year and a 6.2 percent
increase the last year. The board
is willing to give them a fouryear contract with increases
beginning at 5 percent and going

THE LINES ARE DRAWN: On one side, President Brender and the Administration,
on the other, the teacher's union, and their many requests for increased pay.
Brender photo courtesy of president's office, "unity" photo by Kiel C
up to 5.7 percent. The teachers
believe that administration focuses too much on money which is
why their salaries have not gone
up enough in the last few years to
make them happy, and they don't
like that a large amount of money
is being kept in a fund by the
board.
"Ask the board about the 52
million-dollar fund they have

stored away,"
...
Jim Edstrom, a librarian, adds.
"They are saving it for Triple "A"
bonds, and it keeps accumulating."
"That money cannot be used
for teacher's salaries," Phil
Burdick, director of communications, states. "The taxpayers have
given us permission to construct
a building with it, not raise
salaries or lower insurance rates."
A bond is used when the college wants to construct a new
building, and they bring it up to
(

the taxpayers through the polls,
getting permission to raise taxes
for a specific purpose. The college in tum borrows money to
begin building, knowing that the
tax money will pour in later in the
ye~.
.
Burdick believes th~t by having a large fund, they are exercising good fiscal management.
"The more money we have in the
fund, the lower our interest rates
on the borrowed money not _to
mention the fact that after the
buildings are done, we need

money for air conditioning, computers etc ... "
The faculty, however, believes
that the administration only cares
about money.
Julie Fleenor, chair of the
Eraglish depar,tment ~ ~ays that
classes, especially honors and
learning community classes, are
constantly being cut because
there are not enough students
enrolled. "When that happens,"
she states, "students have to
scramble and get overrides and
try t<? find more classes so they
get enough hours for the semester. It's just not fair to students."
But Burdick says that there is
not enough money to justify
holding a class of 15 or less open.
"We could not support the
teacher's salary and that would
create a budget deficit," he says,
"Then we'd have the taxpayers
down our backs, asking us why?
The board is here to create secure
fiscal judgment."
Fleenor and many other members of the faculty believe that the
administration focues on money
rather than education. They
notice that the number of administrators has gone up from 41 to
50 since 1998 while the faculty
has been reduced by 6 percent,
from 218 to 206. The board
believes that an increase of nine
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administrators in the last four
years is not excessive. Three
were placed in marketing, so that
the college will continue to grow
while one was placed in the tech
program and three were people
given a promotion from a lower
job such as supervisor or director.
For 40,000 students, the board
believes that 50 administrators
are necessary. But while administration has been going up, faculty
has been going down.
"Another example of how the
board only cares about money,"
Edstrom states, "Why is faculty
being reduced?"
"The number of faculty we
keep depends on enrollment. We
have a base of 200 faculty members," Burdick explains. "When
enrollment goes up, we hire
adjunct faculty and when it goes
down, we don't."
But the faculty is not happy,
and they are demanding more,
justifying their actions by saying
that students will gain from this
too.

tion believes that 20 percent or a
yearly total of $1,173 is not too
much to charge employees when
other organizations charge much
more because of the rising costs
of health insurance.

ing students out of school for
days to weeks. The board and
faculty, however, are dedicated to
helping the students get their
credits.
"By law, all students must fulfill so many school days,"

break for Christmas and then
coming back to finish the semester.
"I think the one thing the
board and the faculty can agree
on," Burdick states, "is that we
all care about the students. The

A strike could happen very
soon. The faculty is well on their
way through the complex
process. On Friday, September 13
they filed an intention to strike
with their labor union. The faculty must wait 10 days to strike
after filing. So, the faculty can
strike at any moment.
"Usually, we decide on a
strike date, and then publicize it,"
Edstrom says. "Hopefully, when
the board sees we're serious,
we'll get some action."
Right now they are in the
process of mediation. Before the
faculty can strike they must try to
work out negotiations through a
Federal mediator, someone who
listens to both sides and then tries

1

• "When you have a happy faculty, you will have happy students,~~ Wilson says.
The faculty hopes that their
procedures will cause the administration to be more aware of students' needs rather than money.
"We have the students' best
interests at heart," Fleener says.
But as they worry about their
salaries, there is one more issue
that must be taken care of before
teachers agree to accept a contract. Health Insurance premiums
are going up fast, and they don't
like it. However, the administra-

businesses and made a whole lot
more if they cared about money."
The faculty and the administration also agree that no one
wants a strike either because
everyone will be affected.
However, in Burdick's words,
students will suffer the most
because their lives will be disrupted. One student confirmed
this thought by saying, he or she
would go on strike against the
school if the teachers strike.

to help them negotiate successfully~

Students will be affected by a
strike. All credit classes, including those taught by part-time
teachers, will be cancelled, fore-

Edstrom says, "and we're committed to making sure they d<?."
Part of the board's contin-

administration would not have
given their whole lives to education if they didn't care about it,
would have started private

but that doesn't seem to be

working, and so, as teacher's
walk around with their unity pins,
the campus prepares for a strike.
Edstrom says that unionized
teachers, all full-time faculty, are
not required to strike, but it is
expected.
"And we're all really pulling
together," he says. "If we do
strike, I think all of the teachers
will support us, and we're hoping
the part-time ones will as well."
The
Harbinger
predicts
Monday October 21, will be the
strike date.

Getz gets the job do.ne, without injuries
BJ Georgia
and ahead of schedule to boot Lana

Construction crews don't work in the
rain. The validity of this can be seen in
Bob Getz, Assistant to the Vice President
for Construction and Special Projects,
account of the "big scare" of the Harper
College renovation project.
The sky dawns a subtle gray that gradually darkens as the day goes on; by midmorning the rain forms a dense watery curtain. The sewers had not yet been capped,
so the extra inflow of water caused the
walls of the utility tunnel to weaken until
they eventually collapsed. No injuries
occurred, but the tunnel needed to be
cleared out and a holdup on site production
proved unavoidable. However, the main
reason construction crews don't work in
the rain, does not base itself on the
inevitability of the occasional cave-in.
Inclement weather makes even the most
benign of construction tools unnervingly
unpredictable when applied to wet materials. Apply that same level of unpredictability a skill-saw and suddenly the
same tool that makes cutting back that joist
so ~~sy becomes a good way to lose a
limb. Someone at Harper has taken these

In the rain, the same
tool that makes cutting
so easy becomes a good
way to loose a limb
factors into account, because the crews
will soon be having a celebration to commemorate the fact that the Harper project

edge and expertise of the construction
business, Bob gets to sculpt and to build it.
He lays out the plan for me while in his
office, which areas will be renovated,
where new landscaping will go, how long
it's all slated to take. He explains how
landscaping really needs to be redone
every 10-15 years and Harper has long
since passed that deadline. But, by 2006
not only· will there be new landscaping,
there will also be new buildings and facilities to utilize. The plan goes even further
than that; careful consideration for plumbing and electrical runs made today will
insure that Harper has room to prosper and
grow.
I ask Bob for an amusing or interesting
anecdote about this project, He looks
KING OF THE HILL: Have you seen the mounds of dirt around the school? thoughtful for a minute before he answers:
It is of these that Bob Getz is king. In his tenure in charge of school construc- "I think one thing that caught a lot of peotion, no one has been injured.
ple's attention is on the building fly tower
Photo by Kiel Cross (the performing arts center). The ironhas been injury free.
and administration building this coming workers put up a flag on the very top of the
I suspect that Bob Getz is the man ulti- Monday (Sept. 23). But you get the feeling fly tower on September 11 (2002) and they
mately responsible for this project's suc- that it's not just the sculpture Bob thinks of ' kept it up there until they had to take it
cess so far, but I doubt you wiJl get him to when he says this.
ddwn because of the construction. I think
admit it. A friendly, modest man, he
He seems to be talking about the whole that was very stirring for everyone on the
becomes animated and charismatic when project. "As part of the construction of campus. Yuu could see it for quite a way
questioned about the renovations going on these two buildings, since it was done by up and down Algonquin Road and I think
at Harper. I am surprised and impressed to the state, there's a percentage of the money that was inspiring for people." In the end
hear that the project moves along, not only that's held out for what they call art and that's what Bob seems to bring to this projright on schedule, but actually ahead of architecture. It is to fund artists in the state ect, inspiration. But more than that, Bob
time. Through Bob's eyes, one can begin of Illinois, to provide art as a part of all brings know-how, and good old-fashioned
to see the total picture, and he presents it construction that's done." The fact that this practicality. This rare combination seems
slowly, almost shyly, layer by layer as if project provides funding for art and artists to be working so far, and as I wander the
unwrapping an exquisite gift. "It's going to seems to please Bob, but he also seems to campus taking in the different projects all
be beautiful," he says of the new federally consider the renovation project itself, in different phases of development, it
funded sculpture created by John despite its scale and grandeur, to be a foray becomes apparent that as with any artist,
Medewith, which will be installed in the into the creative realm. Leggat Architects though process may be painstaking the
circular area in front of the student center may be the designers, but using his knowl- final product becomes a thing to behold.
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,.,_., , , , , , , , ., ,._ The Harper Pride club responds in kind to graffiti placed
upan their flyers.

Photo courtesy of Sue Borchek
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Somber ''Hsh Wednesday''
shows off actor's writing
skil~

-:-:-:-on_v~~~~~~~
Don't hate me
because I'm
beautiful:
Although it's
something of a
downer, Ethan
Hawke's newest
book shows that
he doesn't necessarily have to
stick to acting.
Realistic characters are a strong
point of "Ash
Wednesday."

Ethan Hawke's second novel,
"Ash Wednesday," left me in
complete shock.
Not due to an appalling ending or graphic scenes of sex or
violence. But, because Hawke
produced such a gripping, lyrically portentous story.
Let's face it, most attractive,
Hollywood actors fall under
what I like to call "Farrah Faucet
paradox," where the prettier the
individual is, the stupider he is.
But Hawke, coming off his
first Oscar nomination, for
Training Day, flexes his intellect
and vocabulary in this most
astonish tale.
"Ash Wednesday," is written
in the first person accounts of

Photo taken
from
http://www.
filmup.com

Jluuuy aml t11s girlfrleml Clulsty

as they reconsider their love for
each other.
Twenty-seven-year old
Jimmy discovers Christy is pregnant~ so he leaves the military
(without permission), and sets
out to prove his love.
Christy, a young woman suffering from the frustration of trying to discover herself, doesn't
want the baby or Jimmy. She
just want to go home and seek
comfort in her father, whom she
hasn't spoken to in the last seven
years.
Jimmy finds Christy right
before she steps on a bus back

to her childhood home and the
story takes off from there.
Hawke concisely navigates
the story through both Jimmy's
and Christy's first person
accounts by alternating chapters.
"Ash Wednesday" is packed
with real emotion. Readers will
be driven to tears and suffer
from a desecrated sprit.
One thing readers will not be
doing however, is laughing. It
seems as though Hawke has
focused so hard on creating an
emotionally bruising tale, he for-

Gain Experience Taking
Employment Tests and Get Paid!

PRA is developing a series of employment tests.
Students are needed to pilot test the items. Test
takers are paid $10 in cash for each test booklet
( 1 hr/test). Tests will be administered between
12·4 p.m. on Oct. 2, in A238. A new test session
begins each hr, on the hr. Sign up for a session
in advance by calling 847-472-5701 or e·mail:
registration@pra-inc.com. Arrive 5-1 o min.
prior to the session. Walk-ins are acceptable.
People who score in the top 50o/o for each test
are eligible to win an additional $50 in cash.

got that true drama must incorporate all feelings, including
humor. This lack of humor
spoils Hawke's futile attempt of
an uplifting ending.
Regardless of the lack of
laughter, I still enjoyed the book
immensely. The love shared
between Jimmy and Christy is
raw, riveting and above all real;
and that is more than enough for
one to read it.

For more Ans and
Entenainment, turn to page
. 6!

AJ.I videos/OVDs will be shewn Tuesdays at 12:15 pm
and Wedn&sdays at 1:00 pm in the TV Lounge.
Student and Administration Center, A336.
An attorney wm "be available to offer legal advice at no
charge to Harper students with a current activity card.
Call 847.925,6242 t<> schedule an appointment tor
Wednesday afternoons and evenings. Saturday
mornings may be available a& welL

6Menta~ H~alth Awarene..s.s
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Video-FREE
Blac~kDown

Men's S«eer, 3:30 pm
Colf:ege of DuPage at Harper

Noon
Student and AdminiStration
Cente·r

FREE

Women's Soccer. 3:30 prn
Harper at OuPage

Vidtlo-FREE
Blackhawk Down

Volleyball. 6:00 pm
Elgin at Harper

Teen Movie

Women's Soccer, 4:00 pm

1

Womtm's Soccet. TBA········T··1····4························-················--~---~-e
Harper at Valparaiso

~
;

I

.

10

VaUeybalt 6:00 pm
H
Rock v:11
a ey at arp&r

hFree legal advice

tqr Harper students
1:00>~7:00 pm
caJ.I $47.9.25.6242 Ior
appointment

Harper at Joliet
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Men's Soccer, 3:30 pm
Harpef at Rook Valley .

Men's Soccer. 3:30 pm
Harper at Triton

1
i

Women's Sc\Ocer., &30 pm
Waubonsee at Harper

l

v~.a:roprn
Hooper at ouPage

l

!
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15 ~ ~~jp6-~
Job Fair, 2:00-£:00 pm
Welln&ss and Sports Center

Sex.Signal$! 7:30 pm
Theatre. J143, $3..5

!

:

=

Depression Screening
lnformatloo Day

MAJOR LECTURE:
Tom K.ennyJ the voice m

l

1

~~Spo.Bob $qu~mPants~

7:30 pm

tlFree legal advice 1w
5 Harper
students.

Student Senate Meeting
1:SG-5;00 pm
Student and Administration
Qanter. A243

9:00 am-2:00 pm

cau 847.925.6242

Football. 1:00 pm

Volteyball. TBA
Ct)!le~ of DuPage at Harper
Harper at DuPage
Men's and Women·s Soccer, VOlleybalL TBA.Harp&,at OuPage
Bethany Lutheran
, Men's and Women's Soccer,
Tournament. Mankato. MN ! Bethany Lutheran Tournal"!lEmt,
! ManRato, MN

~
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Volleyball. 6:00 pm
Harper at Tmoo
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Video-fREE
8 Not
vtdeo-'FR·ee
Another
~~:t 9 Not
Another
Teen Movif%
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Footbaf:l, l:OO pm

Grand Rapids at Harper

18

Vo!te:yba!l, TBA

College of Lake Coonty at
Harper

19
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Student Senate Meeting

1;3().,.5:00 pm

1

1
Student and Administration 1

1
Can er. A24S

;'==,
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VolleybalL tlOO pm
Harper at McHenry

.

Harper
a1 Tnton12:00 noon
Merfs S~er,

f

Foolbal!, 1:00 pm

Harper at Rock VaHey
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Think: Of us as the~

at the end of the tunnel.

Ifyrn:t~ve got a burning dt~sire to learn-and to finish ·what you've started-

transfer to Roosevelt. V.Ve accept up to 66 sernester hours of \•ViUiarn Rainev
l ·l arper C(Jlle.ge credit.. ·\>Ve offer:
_,
.

I

• 126 degree progratns
• Convenient day~ evening~ 'Weekend and online classes
• <~unpuses in rh)'Wntown Chicago and Schan.rnburg
• fast..f.rack degn.:es for adults with A.A. or A. S.

• Generous scholarships an-d fina:n dal aid
• Child care at the~ Schaurnburg carnpus
Our adrnission offices at either. catnpus can arrang-e fbr a.
personal transcript ·evaluation. You ~11 get infonnat.ion about.
nnandal a.idjust f<)r transfer studentst too. So let us light.
the way t:o your personal Hnish line.

Ro SEVELT UNIYERSriY
<::HlCAGO • SCHAU.MBURG

\V'\V\v:.rooseve.lt.edu
H'1M11.' •'vou

1~8 77-.~.\pp1y""'Rt.'
want to be!
.

.

?·

Vo.Ueyball. 1 00 am

o-akton a1 Harper

We.l:lJWsS and Spot1S C~nter

$4"$7

Midterm

Don't Ignore ''lgby'' wonerman

Bv Stephanie

· image his older brother, Oliver
also shows lgby's pain. In a
Throughout the whole film,
scene with a door separating him
no one knows who is Igby, other (played by Ryan Philippe) has
created. His mother, Susan
and his girlfriend, Sookie (Claire
than he is Oliver's brother. After
Sarandon churning out a great
you see lgby Goes Down, not
Danes), Culkin allows you to see
only will the character Igby not
performance, is a pill popping
Igby vulnerabi~ity and it is startling. The emotions Culkin pulls
escape from memory, but the
ice queen who only cares about
off should put to shame the idea
how lgby's actions reflect upon
performance by Kieran Culkin
that all Culkins are the same:
will leave its impression on your her. When it comes time to be
mind. .
cute kids whose talent dies once
shipped off to yet another
Igby Goes Down is a film
school, lgby sees it as his oppor- they hit puberty. Culkin is at the
heart of this film and he does a
about a dysfunctional family
tunity to escape into the New
great job of taking the audience
with lgby at the center of it. lgby York City scenery and he. seizes
(played qy Kieran Culkin) is a
it. The other characters that roam to all the depths of lgby 's charsmart-alec, who thinks he knows through Igby's life are his godfa~ acter.
The people who are all
ther D.H. (wonderfully done by
everything about the world,
around lgby not only help make
Jeff Goldblum) and his mistress,
when in truth, he is lost. lgby is
up his crazy world, but create
Rachel (Amanda Peet).
a troubled teen whose memory
memorable performances as
The best thing about this film is
of his father haunts him and he
its perf:'ormances. Each character well. The most striking is
can't get his act together in
is fully rea~ized and well acted; · Amanda Peet (better known for
school. Near the beginning of
picking projects not worth her
the film, we already see the patall the actors turn in great per- .
formances. Kieran Culkin shines talent) who shines as Rachel.
tern of his life: he is failing out
Once she starts going into her
as lgby. Not only does he
of school, which causes him to
drug bliss, you see her start to
humorously ramble on about his
be shuffled amongst them concrumble before your very eyes.
view on the world, but he can
stantly, and he can't live up the

Great "State" of affairs for reader

While Hnthony
mcGinn takes a
look at Ethan
Hawke's second
book, Dicole Heinz
reads his first

Ethan Hawke's first book,
The Hottest state is a beautiful
first person account about a
young man's romances.
Nothing but positive quotes

bit{lrarg C'om{lr
from page 4.
~~on the Run" by R. Serio

fill the inner.cover of the book,
such as Dayton New§'§ glowing
review: "It's bea.utiful. .. raw and
real, and painful in its honesty ...
Hawke weaves a young love
story for all ages."
Hawke did a terrific job at
creating the character. The protagonist, William is starting out
the real world. His life revolves
around parties, one-night stands,
and living relatively free.
William's love interest, Sarah
plays "hard to get." Full of
secrets and stories that have
molded her into a shy girl, Sarah
becomes 'more of a tease to

,_

ot all Culkins are created equal: Kieran displays the
range and talent required to play the tortured lgby.
From www.igbygoesdown.com
was once a strong women,
now needs to be lifted off a toilet seat.
The film is one that does
bring many laughs, but also
brings moments of sorrow. In
this film, Igby does sinks down
and it can be painful to watch.
But, just as the pain escalates,

Bv Nicole

Heinz

":.

William.

Sarah and WiJJ!~!ll being
- -- Q

building a relation ship. Unlike
his past relationships, William is
concerned about Sarah's life.
She is mysterious, and hard to
wtn over.
For awhile, their relationship
grows to the pint where promises are made about their future,
marriage and a family.
Ironically, this takes a dramatic twist when William leaves
for Paris to pursue his acting
career. Three months pass and
he returns to his home. Here he
finds that life with Sarah is no

ly. Though the story deals with
some tough material, you should
not let that keep you away from
this film. The film has a strong
cast, which transports you to a
world where mother pops pills
and Igby is a kid trying to find
himself in this crazy world.

more.
~
Sarah ignores him. Their time
apart caused her to become
afraid of being hurt.
This sparks results that left
me in anguish. I could feel the
emotion of Williams struggling
attempts to win her back.
Reading a mans recollection
of a breakup was new to me,
and I enjoyed it.
The Hottest State realistically
displays the loneliness, pain and
heartbreak
Everyone feels when we loose
the one we love.
Not until the closing of the

~

book can one see the true glory
Hawke portrays into the book.
The ending is incredible. It's
clean, crisp and satisfying.
If you have ever been in a
relationship that ended causing
pain and sadness, the ending in
this book definitely gives the
new feeling of hope and future.

Want more? Turn
back to page 4 for
Anthony McGinn's
review of "Ash
Wednesday"
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Two journalistic masters battling for the fate of
the universe ... or at least the Harbinger
Anthony: "You'd think
that this year's Harbinger :·
is going to be just like any :·
other. You'd be wrong.
Dead wrong."

firestarter with big plans for the paper and
I can' t wait to see what's going to happen.
And now you are probably questioning
what vital role do I play this year? I am
the executive editor, meaning I'm second
in command. I will work closely with
both Anthony and the staff to fill in any of
the many cracks we will have.
Also I would like to reiterate that we
will try to be as neutral as possible in our
writing. We are dedicated to educate the

campus on all views of a story, not just

N 0 W that the Harbinger is back
into full throttle this fall, I can begin to ·
see my social life flat lining. Although I
whine about this place from time to time,
I wouldn't want to be without it.
I am the only survivor from last year's
full time staff at the Harbinger. My simple
roots here started as a Peter Parker-esque
photographer. As the first issues went by
we still did not find a photo editor, so, I
. was nominated by default. I am not blowing things out of portion when I say I ded. icated all my time to this paper. My
intended role on the paper was photogra·~~~J,!! ~IfJ!!~[~~ pher, but I was also: street beat interviewwfl~tl~:: w~~ - Stta~t+
;;!':ll;o,'~·,,...~."'~""'

er, copy editor, courier to the printers, and
everything else that was needed.
But I'm not the only one who performed
many duties; two fantastic women who I
must acknowledge are Nellie Huggins,
former Editor-in-Chief, and lisa scacco,
former Arts and Entertainment editor.
Without these women, I would not have
gotten through last year. Now that I have
delved into the past, allow me to submerge into the future.
This year's Harbinger staff is ready to
serve the campus it's fix of news, arts,
entertainment, sports, and anything else
we see fit to put in. You see the only
resource we have is our staff, primarily
because our computers and printers constantly break.
This year, our fearless editor-in-chief is
Anthony McGinn. Anthony is a young

ours. If you have a problem, feel free to
contact us at 847.925.6460 or via email at
HarperNews@yahoo.com. We love to
debate and receive feedback, so I encourage you to talk to us, and keep us abreast
to the happenings at Harper.
On a unrelated topic, if you are deathly
afraid of clowns, or get shortness of
breath and excessive sweating when you
are around someone who looks like
Conan O'Brien, then by all means stay
away from the Harbinger office. I learned
this the hard way. And lastly, I would
like to leave this comment, Anthony is
taken, but the executive is single .
Vitals:
Top 5 Bands
Everclear
Foo Fighters
Goldfinger
Saves the Day
By Nightfall
Top 3 Movies:
Wayne's World
Matrix
Any good SO's
Favorite Food: Thrkey Sandwich

Tune in next week,
same bat time, same
·bat channel, lor:
Sean vs. Patrick!!!!!!!!

More credentials,
more respect,
more m'o·ney.
Soon you'll earn your Associate Degree. And then what?
How aboUt a Bachefofs Degree from OeVry University?

Professors with reat~wood experience wm teach you in small classes
and well equipped labs. You'll enjOy·hands..on learning that gives you
the skins you need to compete and succeed in tooay's technology
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STUDENTS DETAIN
APPO INMENTS
In general, students have a
dislike for matters involving
appointments: This is probably
because most of the appointments we've been involved with
since childhood have been traumatic and painful: physicals,
shots, braces, cavity fillings,
wisdom teeth renewal, etc.
Essentially the appointment
means an interruption and most
of us would rather be doing
other things, such as eating ice
cream. This clashes particularly
with the interests of doctors and
dentists who bank off of
appointments and making peopie wait in their confines.
Which brings up a huge reason why students hate appointments: the wait. appointments
involve waiting, if this were
untrue, nobody would ever say
"it was amazing, I got in right
away," and there would be no
'waiting' room, and certainly no
3-month-old garden magazines
on chairs. Curiously, every medical office in Chicagoland subscribes to 'Garden Magazine or
some variation thereof, yet not
a single person east of Elgin has
their own backyard compost
pile.
One appointment, however,
sticks out in my mind as being
of the worst possible sort - the
orientation appointment for new
Harper students to meet with an
!.ltiv1~or
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BvMan

and had the pleasure of experiencing
this appointment,
which, according to
procedure, they set up on the first
day of orientation. The card said I
had an appointment at 12:45 p.m.,
believe this would be my exclusive slot to discuss classes with an
advisor one on one, and it somewhat was ... but also for 70 other
people.
This group appointment was
absolute messiness and a good
many people were asking if they
had time to leave and stop by
Woodfield real quick. There were
rows of chairs 30 across and 7
aisles deep filled with all the irate,
annoyed people who did not make
it out to the mall. It felt like
O'Hare the day before Christmas.
Supposedly my name had been
called after 2 hours and nobody
answered, which would have been
impossible, had they actually
called it, because I was sitting
there, alert, with eyes focused on
the advisors' door in anticipation.
The wait most of us are probably used to for doctors and dentists
is anywhere between 10 minutes
to an hour- at this 12:45 appointment I waited three hours and 40
minutes before finally seeing an
advisor. Then I found out that it
was just silly advice and I still had
to trudge downstairs and manually
register (in line behind the same
70 neonle from uostairs).

Bellis

It's been three years since we
have last heard from Eddie and
the boys, but Pearl Jam is set to
come back in full force.
On November 11, Pearl Jam's
seventh studio album, Riot Act
will hit the shelves. Advance
copies of the album are circulating through the hands of music
crittics nationwide, and has been
reciving rave reviews.
Pearl Jam will be embarking
on a World Tour to support Riot
Act. The band will first travel
over seas to South America and
Asia before touring the U.S .

(from left: Mike McCready,
Matt Cameron, Eddie Vedder,
Jeff Ament, Stone Gossard.)
Photo taken from
sonymustc.com
Fans can expect 2-disc bootleg
albums for every date on the
tour. The band is still considering filiming another DVD, after
the commerical failiure of
2000's "Touring Band 2000."
Look for Pearl Jam to play for
two consecutive nights in
November on "The Late Show
with David Letterman."

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Can't Keep
Save You
Love Boat Captain
Cropduster
Ghost
I Am Mine
Thumbing My Way
You Are
Get Right
Green Disease
helphelp
Bushleaguer
112 Full
Arc
All or None

THANKS FOR READING! IE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR NEXT ISSUE, COMING
TO YOU ON OCTOBER
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It seemed as if the 2002 football season would never get here
to take our minds off of baseball.
Yeah,
I'm
sure
Mantle,
DiMaggio, and "the Babe" would
have complained when they got
their 2 million slapped down on
the table.
Professional sports have
become a joke. When the economy is hurting like it currently is,

and we have people wanting
more than a few million dollars,
something is w1ong.
I am amazed how one team can
draw an entire cities sports boredom away in just one week. The
Chicago Bears opened their season on September 8 at the
University of Illinois, 1n
Champaign. While Soldiers Field
undergoes

renovations, Memorial Stadium
will play host to all Bears home
games.
I think it would have been a
better idea to put them at Harper,
right? I mean, the drive isn't
nearly as much of a hassle.
Although there is a lack of seats
here, and tailgaters could potentially burn the campus down.
Maybe it isn't such a great idea
then.
So far, the Bears have began
their season very similar to last
year. They continue to have
games decided by the final five
minutes, or a dramatic missed
field goal.
One can see more gray hair
growing on Dick Jauron' s head.
After the games he must go into
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the
locker room and yell, or cry.
There has to be some type of
emotion in that man's body.
In all seriousness though,
Jauron knows how to manage this
football team. He has to. How
many of you ever thought you
would see a 13-3 record for the
Bears again? Jauron isn't running
the show himself though.
Offensive coordinator John
Shoop, and defensive coordinator
Greg Blache are on board to help
guide the Monsters of the
Midway to another winning
season.
The Bears roster is healthy and
ready to make this a great season.
Quarterback,
Jim
Miller,
Linebacker, Brian Urlacher, and

Is he an artist, or just a criminal?

I'm with my mom, driving in
the city down by Ashland and
Addison, when she turns to me

people's aesthetic senses. The
hip-hop culture, which started in
the 70's, clearly stands on a

and says, "Wow. Look at that,"
spectrum of creativity. DJ's,
breakdancers, MC's, beat boxin awe. She was pointing
towards a billboard that was half ers, and writers all execute their
talents through creativity, which
covered by graffiti. "That's
amazing," she says. It was
grows stronger by a minute (a
about a hundred feet in the air
minute being a short interval of
and big enough to cover half the
time in hip-hop culture).
entire billboard. I was thinking
Through this culture, graffiti was
about the courage and skill it
taken in as an art form and
took to accomplish that and
achieved the status for art founlooking over to my 54-year-old
dation in hip-hop.
mother, I saw that she was
Now think about a few cans of
maybe thinking the same thing.
spray paint, a 7 feet by 7 feet
We started talking about graffiti
wall, and about a half hour. The
and I explained to her that what
result is the picture shown here.
she saw was the result of an ille- Now I had a chance to witness
gal act in the law's eyes. And
this piece being done and talked
she asked me why. Why? Why
to the artist himself, who goes
should art be looked upon as a
by the name, B .L.
criminal act? Now I'm using the
word art very vaguely as art has
many forms. So why should this . Harbinger: Where did you get
form be shunned.if it is nothing
the idea for Buzz Lightyear?
of offensive nature and in most
people's eyes, good. Is It
B.L.: My crew was making fun
- because of its relation to Hip
of me, calling me Buzz
Hop and how people bias against Lightyear because of my initials.
it with accusations of it being
The premise of the joke is that
gang related or pro-violence? Its of sexual nature. You dig?
funny to me that our community
representatives have "wall clean
Harbinger: [laughing] Yeah I
ups" and "Save our Streets"
think so. So when did you first
campaigns to rid graffiti to deem get into graffiti?
these areas as "safe." Graffiti is
not an act of vandalism nor is it
B.L.: When I was 12, I watched
used to promote violence.
my big brother and his friends
Graffiti artists' goals are to disbring cardboard boxes home and
play their hip-hop influenced art
they would gather up all the half
for the public and to appeal to
cans of spray paint they could

Right Tackle, James Big Cat
Williams are all returning as this
seasons ·captain, Wide Receiver,
Marcus Robinson is back in
action this season after a tom
ACL sidelined him for nearly the
entire 01-02 season. Robinson,
had an impressive training camp
and is looking to earn his starting
job back.
Looking ahead at the Bears
schedule they have three Monday
Night Football games. There
opponents will be Green Bay on
10/7, St. Louis on 11118, and
Miami on 12/9. The season looks
as if it will be an exciting one
filled with a lot of drama.
Remember to head out to
Champaign to support the Bears!

IV Habib
Behroozi

find at all their houses and tag in
the garage. I remember when he
finished his first

on~.

Meet

He called

me over and said, "Now that's a
piece." He helped me learn
everything I know.

·PaintYear!

Harbinger: Now for our audience, what is graffiti, tagging,
and writing?
B .L.: Graffiti is plural for graffito and it just means drawing or
writing on a public surface. It
started in the late 60's and early
70's by Julio 204 and Taki 183.
Tagging means you are throwing
your identity up because that's
what graffiti is about. Getting
Up. Being seen and identified as
what you see. It's the same
thing with artists being called
writers. Graffiti started in bathroom walls as people would
write in an exaggerated form.
So that branched off onto big
rocks, then building walls, then
train cars, trailers, and eventually billboards. Most graffiti you
see today are words or names.

.

Harbinger: What is the correlation between Hip Hop and graffiti?
B.L.: Hip Hop has many
branches such as, DJ'ing, breakdancing, MC'ing, and beat boxing. Then graffiti fell into play,
as many hip-hop hits became
inspiration. Being able to create
with no boundaries is what

Picture by
Habib
Behrouzi
attached it too.
Harbinger: Have you ever been
caught by authorities?
B.L.: I got chased through a
train yard once.
Harbinger: Are you scared of
being caught?
B.L.: If they catch me, they can
cuff me, book me, fine me, and
lock me but they can't do any of
that to my art. My tagging and
graffiti is an extension of my
soul and no law can charge that.
Harbinger: How do you feel
about people discarding graffiti
as art and looking at it as a criminal act?
B.L.: There are people out there
that are not going to understand
everything. Those who slander
what they don't understand, are
just cowards.

Harbinger: Do you think graffiti
will ever be accepted by the
entire society?
B.L.: I have heard of parks
where graffiti is legal. But these
walls are hard to get on without
tagging over someone else. As
far as the whole society goes, I
don't think I'll ever see that day.
It would be nice to be accepted
all over with no negative affiliation.
Harbinger: What's your next
piece going to be?
B.L.: You and your yellow car.
Harbinger: For real?
B.L.: Yeah right ]that's too easy.
Harbinger: Thanks for the info
BL. Stay up.
B.L.: Always do. Peace.

